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Editorial 
 
 
 
 
Welcome to the second issue of 2010. This issue is dedicated to “Similarity Search in 
Metric Spaces”: a key area of research that has attracted significant interest from the 
SIGSPATIAL community. We have invited two experts from this area as guest editors of 
this issue: Edgar Chávez and Gonzalo Navarro. 
 
The July issue opens with the guest editors’ introduction to the problem. The area is then 
divided into seven categories.  Categories are then addressed by letters from the experts 
in the area. The categories cover a large spectrum of issues and challenges and are 
introduced by the guest editors’ introduction. The last category is dedicated to 
applications and has two entries that address two popular directions: biological data 
retrieval and clustering. 
 
We would like to thank Edgar Chávez and Gonzalo Navarro for their efforts for making 
this issue happen and in a very limited amount of time. We also would like to thank the 
authors for their contributions. We hope that you will enjoy reading the letters and are 
looking forward to your comments and suggestions for SIGSPATIAL Special. 
 
 
Egemen Tanin, Editor 
Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering 
University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010, Australia 
Tel: +61 3 8344 1350 
Fax: +61 3 9348 1184 
Email: egemen@csse.unimelb.edu.au 
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Fundamentals of the Problem

Edgar Ch́avez∗ and Gonzalo Navarro†

∗ Universidad Michoacana / CICESE, Mexico.elchavez@umich.mx.
† Department of Computer Science, University of Chile.gnavarro@dcc.uchile.cl.

Spatial distance has been for decades a natural concept in applications such as computational
geometry, geomatics, meshing, and others. There are several other applications, however, where a
more general notion ofproximity is necessary. To reuse the large body of knowledge built around
spatial distances, researchers have tried to map non-spatial proximity measures to those. This
approach is not always successful, and fails in some emblematic cases. Instead, a flexible model,
called “metric spaces”, captures in a natural way more general proximity concepts. We will briefly
present its fundamentals; exhaustive books and surveys exist [2, 3, 1].

A metric space is a pair(X, d) whereX is a universe of objects andd : X × X → R
+ is a

nonnegativedistance function defined among the objects. This distance satisfies the properties that
make it ametric: (1) strict positiveness:d(x, y) > 0 ⇔ x 6= y, (2) symmetry:d(x, y) = d(y, x),
(3) triangle inequality:d(x, y)+d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z). In a metric space coordinates are not necessarily
present, thus most of the algorithms designed for coordinate spaces do not apply directly.

Some examples of metric spaces are sequences with variants of the edit distance (used, say, in
computational biology, it measures the minimum number of single-character insertions, deletions
and substitutions that must be carried to convert one sequence into the other); documents with co-
sine similarity (used in Information Retrieval, the associated distance measures the angle between
unitary vectors representing the documents in a space of terms); and point clouds with Hausdorff
or Earthmover’s distances (used in clustering, pattern recognition, etc).

In such applications, one has a finitedataset U ⊂ X of sizen, which can beindexed (i.e., data
structures can be built on it) so as to answer various proximity queries. The most basic ones are
(a) range query (q, r), for q ∈ X andr ∈ R

+, returns{u ∈ U, d(q, u) ≤ r}, the dataset objects at
distance withinr of q; and(b) k-nearest neighbor query nn(q, k), for k ∈ N

+, a set ofk elements
of U nearest toq. Several other queries, such as proximity joins, are of interest in applications.

The simplest cost model assumes that computingd is so expensive that other costs can be
disregarded. Under this setup, the problem can be stated as follows:Given U, build an index on it
so that queries can be later answered with as few distance computations as possible.

The key to avoid comparingq with all of the dataset is the triangle inequality. Assumeu, v ∈ U,
so that the index has precomputedd(u, v). Now, if for solving range query(q, r) we compute
d(q, u), we might avoid computing alsod(q, v) if |d(q, u) − d(u, v)| > r, since by the triangle
inequality this impliesd(q, v) > r. Hence inter-dataset distance information, plus the triangle in-
equality, allows us provelower bounds on the distances between new objectsq and dataset objects.

The objects of the universe are seen as black boxes (in particular without any coordinate in-
formation), so that all we can know from them are their distances to other objects. Under such
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model, the most information an index can store on the dataset is the complete symmetric matrix of
n(n−1)/2 distances. Using that much information, it has been shown theoretically and practically
thatnn(q, k) queries can be solved with a number of distance evaluations that is independent ofn.

Such a result hides, however, a dependence on what is called theintrinsic dimensionality of
the metric space (or of a finite sample dataset). In coordinate spaces this is defined as the lowest
dimensionality in which the dataset can be embedded without distorting the distances more than
a threshold. In metric spaces the concept is much sloppier and no agreement exists on how to
measure it (two good examples of definitions that try to carry the intuition of coordinate spaces
onto metric spaces are the exponent dimension and the doubling dimension). A rule of thumb is to
measure how concentrated is the histogram of distances: A sharp histogram is related to a higher
intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset. The intrinsic dimensionality is known to act as a lower
bound on the performance of any index for a given dataset, yet again a more precise quantification
of this phenomenon, called thecurse of dimensionality, has been elusive.

A related problem is the difficulty of carrying out any kind of formal performance analysis
on metric spaces. Usually no meaningful worst-case analyses are possible, and average-case ones
are difficult because they depend on the distribution of the data and queries in a nontrivial way,
and researchers have not agreed on an appropriate model (simple enough to be tractable, realistic
enough to have some predictive power). We believe other paths might be worthy to explore, such
as competitive analysis, where a given index is compared to an “optimal” one that carries out the
minimum number of distance evaluations that fully determines the correct output.

Needless to say, storing theO(n2) distances is impractical for all but very small datasets. Many
alternative indexing schemes for metric spaces have been proposed along the years. All of them
can be regarded as different ways to use a given amount of memory in the best possible way,
by storing a subset of the inter-dataset distances, or ranges thereof. In addition, several schemes
include mechanisms to reduce the extra CPU time, which can be important in practice.

For simplicity, let us focus on range search algorithms. Nearest-neighbor algorithms are usually
more important in applications, yet from each range search algorithm, arange-optimal nearest-
neighbor one can be systematically derived. Range optimality means that the cost of the query
nn(q, k) is exactly that of a range query(q, r) wherer is the distance to thekth object returned.
There are also indexing schemes specifically designed to solve nearest-neighbor queries.

An important family of indexing schemes can be directly seen as a reduced-memory version
of the quadratic-space method. We choosem pivots P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} ⊂ U and precompute
all the distancesd(p, u) for p ∈ P andu ∈ U. This requiresO(mn) space. Now, given a range
query(q, r), all the distancesd(q, p) for p ∈ P are computed, and the triangle inequality is used as
explained to discard as many elements ofU−P as possible. Non-discarded elements, that is those
u ∈ U such thatmax1≤i≤m |d(pi, q)− d(pi, u)| ≤ r, must be directly compared withq.

This method can be seen as a contractive mapping from the metric space(X, d) onto the coor-
dinate space (Rm, L∞), whereL∞ is Minkowski’s maximum distance: Eachu ∈ U is mapped to
vectorφ(u) = (d(u, p1), d(u, p2), . . . , d(u, pm)). At query timeq is also mapped onto(Rm, L∞)
(at the cost ofm computations ofd()). Now if L∞(φ(u), φ(q)) > r, then it also holdsd(q, u) > r
in the original space, and thusd(q, u) needs not be directly computed. We note that the search
for the candidate elementsu such thatL∞(φ(u), φ(q)) ≤ r is a geometric range search problem,
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on which we could wish to minimize CPU time (this time is disregarded under the simple model
where only computations ofd() count).

The pivot-based method works well on sufficiently “easy” metric spaces and queries, where a
relatively smallm lets one discard most ofU. Note thism is both the cost in distance computations
to mapq to R

m, and the dimension of the coordinate space where the search for candidates must
be carried out. When the metric space has high intrinsic dimension, however, even using a largem
the achieved pruning is very modest. This is one incarnation of the curse of dimensionality.

A related issue is the quality of the pivots. Since the mapping is contractive,L∞◦φ ≤ d is guar-
anteed. A lower bound, such asL∞ ◦ φ ≥ α · d, 0 < α < 1, would be needed to offer performance
guarantees. Unfortunately such a lower bound cannot be offered in general, thus pivot selection
trying to offer a good-quality mapping is done using heuristics and validated experimentally.

Many indexing schemes are built on variants of the pivot idea. From a general viewpoint,
they can be seen as a quest for, given a limited amount of memory for the index, how to best
use that space. One can, for example, store only some distances towards each pivot (the most
“interesting” ones), store only the range where the distance falls (thus using fewer bits and storing
more distances in exchange), and so on. In particular, it is possible to build a tree of pivots, so
that each pivot knows the distances only to its subtree, and its children are organized into ranges of
distances towards it. This allows for linear-space indexes that in addition allow one to use sublinear
extra CPU time, as whole subtrees can be pruned during the search using the triangle inequality.

Another family of indexes uses the pivots in a different way. The space is partitioned into
m zones, each zone being that of the objects closer to a pivot than to any other pivot. Such a
Voronoi-like partitioning of the space can be used with the triangle inequality to discard whole
zones at query time: Let(q, r) be a range query and letp be the pivot closest toq (it may costm
distance computations to determinep). Then, ifd(p, q) + r < d(p′, q) − r for another pivotp′,
there cannot be points relevant to the query within the zone ofp′. Tree-structured indexes can be
built by dividing recursively the zones into sub-zones.

For some applications it is enough to have either an approximate answer, with proximity
guarantees to the true answer, or the correct answer with some probability. This relaxation has
been shown to offer excellent performance even on high-dimensional metric spaces, which are
intractable for exact proximity searching. A general (but not the only) approach is toprioritize
the traversal of the database in some “promising” order, so that after traversing a small subset of
U one has a large chance of having reached the best answers. Any nearest-neighbor algorithm,
range-optimal ones in particular, can be pruned at some point of its execution and turn it into an
algorithm that gives approximate answers. A particularly successful idea is to hint promising ob-
jects by observing the proximity order in which dataset elements “see” a set of pivots. Each object
is represented by a permutation and proximity is predicted by measuring the similarity between
objects’ and query’s permutations. The dataset is then traversed by permutation proximity order.

Open challenges. The field of metric space searching has made important progress since its
origins, both in theoretical and practical aspects. Yet, it is a far from solved area. A recently
created conference,Similarity Search and Applications (SISAP), is devoted to research on this
topic (see www.sisap.org). We finish by listing which we consider the main open challenges, each
of which is developed in the subsequent entries in this issue.
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Intrinsic dimensionality: Finding a suitable definition of intrinsic dimensionality, consistent
with the case of coordinate spaces, and capturing the experimental performance of indexes, would
allow us explain why, and measure by how much, some metric spaces are intrinsically harder to
search than others, and to use appropriate techniques depending on their difficulty. This entry
shows that, despite the phenomenon is well-known among practitioners, there is no single theoret-
ical definition that fits all situations, and very few cases where a lower bound on the performance
of any index as a function of some definition of intrinsic dimension can be proved. It is shown
that pivot-based indexes can be viewed as instances of a more general approach where the curse
of dimensionality arises in the form of a phenomenon called “concentration of measure”, which
states that any contractive mapping (satisfying|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ d(x, y)) tends to have almost all of
its values concentrated around the median, and this leads to ineffective indexes. Finally, it shows
that if a space is found to have low dimension under some particular definition, this can be used to
design an effective index exploiting that feature. This is illustrated with the “Assouad dimension”,
related to the number of balls needed to cover the objects of a space. When this dimension is low,
a metric tree effectively indexes the space. They conjecture that many spaces today considered as
hard could become tractable under a convenient definition of intrinsic dimension.

Nearest-neighbor algorithms: Despite range-optimal algorithms can be systematically derived
from range search ones, which are usually simpler to design, it is possible to design specific al-
gorithms for nearest neighbor search. In many applications this is the most important type of
search. This entry starts by describing four main algorithmic approaches to nearest-neighbor
search: branch and bound (where sets of candidate objects are defined according to some hier-
archy at indexing time, and at query time they are discarded or refined into subsets depending on
lower/upper bounds obtained from successive distance computations), walks (where one starts at
an object and tries to approach the target object by moving to nearby objects), mappings (where
objects are mapped to a target space where the problem can be solved more easily, and from the
solution in the target space a small candidate set in the original space can be derived), and epsilon-
nets (where the space is hierarchically divided into clusters and only a small number of clusters
per level must be examined at query time; sufficient separation between clusters lead to query-time
guarantees). Then the entry focuses on the “combinatorial approach”, a generalization of the met-
ric space approach where one can only tell whetherx is closer toy thanz, but there are no explicit
distances. A notion similar to that of intrinsic dimensionality (called a “disorder constant”D) can
be defined, and several nearest-neighbor algorithms have been derived, whose performance is a
function ofn andD. This framework allows one to define some subclasses of problems where the
nearest-neighbor problem is tractable (including some where a metric cannot be defined) and to
solve proximity problems where a metric is hard to define, as is the case in many real-life situations
handing complex objects. Several challenges pointing to real-life problems are posed.

Approximate and probabilistic algorithms: An exciting way out to the limits posed by intrin-
sic dimensionality is to relax the search problem to allow for non-exact solutions. The lower
bounds arising from the relation between approximations and intrinsic dimensionality remain un-
clear. This entry starts by noting that in many cases the correct answer is found quickly by the
search algorithm, but then much work is spent in ensuring that this is indeed the correct answer.
The entry then argues that approximate solutions are acceptable in most practical applications of
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metric searching. Then it proposes to classify the many existing techniques along various dimen-
sions to facilitate comparing them. One important dimension is the approach used to obtain the
approximation, where three approaches are identified: mapping the objects to another space where
the problem is simpler to handle, using a mapping that preserves proximity as much as possible;
not considering some objects that are “unlikely” to belong to the answer (e.g., close to be elimi-
nated by lower bounds on the distances computed); and stopping an exact search algorithm earlier
than the necessary to ensure correctness and giving the best answer found so far, trying to consider
the more promising objects earlier in the process. The most important challenge posed is finding
techniques that offer guarantees on performance and/or quality of the result, either deterministic
or probabilistic. A couple of methods are covered, locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) and probably
approximately correct queries (PAC), that offer guarantees of those kinds.

Beyond the metric space model: Many applications require even more general similarity mod-
els than those provided by metric spaces. In the absence of the triangle inequality, usually only
approximate algorithms are possible. This is a largely under explored area. The entry starts by
enumerating several relevant applications where some of the metric axioms are violated in the sim-
ilarity functions that work best. The most frequently questioned axiom is the triangle inequality,
which is on the other hand the fundamental property used by all the metric space indexes. One way
to handle cases where it does not hold is that domain experts give alternative topological or statis-
tical properties that hold in the database and that allow designing other indexing schemes. Another
way is to discover or estimate those kinds of properties by studying a sample of the database. The
entry mentions several concrete approaches. Apart from domain-specific ones, general techniques
include mapping to a metric space (usually increasing the intrinsic dimensionality), and using ap-
proximate techniques directly on the nonmetric space. The identification of general alternative
topological features (such as in the “combinatorial framework” advocated in an earlier entry) is,
among others, an important challenge posed at the end.

Stronger metric operations: Range and nearest-neighbor search are the most basic queries. These
fall short to incorporate a metric object type to state-of-the-art database technology. A missing op-
eration, among others, is the metric join, i.e., find close-enough pairs of points among two sets.
The entry starts by enumerating some application areas for similarity joins. Then it refers to the
nested loop, where each element of a set is searched for in the other set using an index, as the
basic technique, which misses opportunities for optimization due to similar queries. Algorithms
improving upon this basic idea make use of spatial clustering to reduce the number of pairs of
objects to consider. Then the entry covers some particular algorithms for specific metric spaces.

Real-life performance: The idealized cost model we presented is helpful to understand the fun-
damentals of the problem. In many applications, however, side costs cannot be disregarded. This
is particularly true when the data resides on disk, whose access times are hardly negligible. Other
issues are index construction and maintenance, scalability, and distributed processing. This topic
is becoming of high interest with the advent of multicore processors and peer-to-peer systems.
The entry starts by emphasizing the challenges and opportunities derived from the massive gener-
ation of digital content from distributed heterogeneous sources, as well as the distributed storage
of digital information searchable by similarity. It covers the M-tree family as the first and best-
known indexes to handle similarity search in secondary storage, a must when handling massive
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data. Then it points at the problems posed by the parallelization of the M-tree (actually shared
by all hierarchical structures) and at the D-index as a hash-based (or cluster-based) index for sec-
ondary storage that is, instead, easily parallelizable. The entry then turns into P2P systems, which
manage to handle indexing and searching in distributed form with no centralized scheme. It covers
several adaptations of existing techniques (such as cluster-based and mapping-based indexes) to
P2P architectures. In a more challenging scenario, which occurs in applications, nodes retain total
control on their data and will not index data from other nodes. Some systems are described that
manage to operate this more restricted version of a P2P network for similarity search. Finally, the
entry focuses in the challenges posed by the cost of extracting sufficiently good features from mas-
sive data so that good-quality retrieval is possible from the features. As the data volumes increase,
massively parallel schemes become mandatory to achieve reasonable indexing performance, and
this may reach the point where only stream processing on the data flow is possible.

Applications: The research in metric space indexing is driven by applications such as multimedia
searching, computational biology and data mining. It is important to exploit insight knowledge of
expert practitioners in order to design successful solutions. Two entries describe applications in
computational biology and in data mining. Similarity search arises in many subfields of compu-
tational biology. The entry focuses in the case of sequence comparisons used to find homologous
regions in DNA and protein sequences. Similarity measures such as PAM and BLOSUM matrices
have been developed which have a strong biological meaning, but are not metric. Recently, there
have been efforts in deriving metric variants that are still biologically plausible while admitting
searches using metric indexes. Protein identification by similarity of mass spectra is another area
where metric space methods have been applied.

The entry on data mining focuses on its applications to clustering. It first shows that several
clustering algorithms are directly based on distance computations, such ask-nearest-neighbors
classifiers,k-medioid clustering, and distance-based outlier detection methods. While the methods
themselves usually do not require the space to be metric, faster clustering is possible with metric
indexes when the spaces are metric. The entry then covers the problem, which arises in many
real cases, of clustering in presence of noise. Practical solutions adapt clustering algorithms to
handling uncertain objects, for example by considering mean distances. Finally, the entry considers
clustering high-dimensional spaces, which is usually a consequence of the irrelevance of many of
the features. This can be addressed by finding out which features are relevant in which areas of the
space, via various projection techniques. Most of the problems are, however, basically open.

References
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Intrinsic Dimensionality

Vladimir Pestov
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

vpest283@uottawa.ca

Nature of the concept. Intrinsic dimensionality of data does not refer to a single well-defined
parameter, but rather a diverse family of parameters associated to a given similarity workload
(X, d,U) and allowing to gauge the performance of various indexing schemes for similarity-based
information retrieval.

Perhaps the best known single feature of a high-dimensional datasetU is “the empty space
paradox”: the average distance,EεNN(X), from a query point to the nearest neighbour inU

grows along with the dimension ofU. Asymptotically,EεNN(X) approaches the average distance
E[d(X, Y )] between two points ofX (thecharacteristic size of dataset). This is a consequence of
the fact that the distance functionsdx(y) = d(x, y), x ∈ X, concentrate near their median/mean
values. The boxplot diagram (a) shows (normalized) pairwise distance distributions of100 uni-
formly sampled points in the cubeId for various values ofd. The lines in the middle of the boxes
are median values, the lower and upper sides denote the first and third quartiles respectively, and
the small circles mark outliers. For highd, even the outlier distance values approach the median.
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Generally, the intrinsic dimensionality is inversely proportional to some dispersion parameter
of data, usually normalized with regard to the characteristic size ofU. The possible choices of a
dispersion parameter are many, and they reflect different aspects of the dataset and its indexability.
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Illustration: the intrinsic dimensionality of Ch ávez et al. The authors of [1] have proposed
and studied a parameter which we denote by the acronym of their last names:dimCNBYM(X) =
E(d)2/2var (d). Here the distanced is treated as a random variable onX× X. The corresponding
statistical parameter of a datasetU has a number of advantages: easy to compute, it makes a good
statistical estimator for the dimension of the domainX. The robustness of “CNBYM dimension”
can be seen from diag. (b) where the parameter is calculated for independent random samples of
n = 3, 000 points drawn from the gaussian distributionγd onRd, 1 ≤ d ≤ 50.

The curse of dimensionality.When applied to high-dimensional datasets, many similarity-based
information retrieval algorithms slow down to a point where they cannot outperform a simple se-
quential scan. Even though the phenomenon is well-known to data practitioners, curiously enough
there is still no mathematical validation of it, and one of the major theoretical challenges in the field
is the so-calledCurse of Dimensionality Conjecture in the bare-bone setting whereX = {0, 1}d is
a Hamming cube [4]. Rigorous lower bounds are only obtained in a small number of cases, some
of which we will describe below.

The concentration phenomenon. The curse of dimensionality is closely linked to thephe-
nomenon of concentration of measure (cf. e.g. [3], Ch. 31/2): on a typical geometric object
X of high dimension not only the distance functions, but all the1-Lipschitz functionsf : X → R

concentrate near their median. (A functionf(·) is 1-Lipschitz if it does not increase distances:
|f(x) − f(y)| ≤ d(x, y).) Theconcentration function αX(ε) of X gives an upper bound on the
probability that the value of a1-Lipschitz functionf at anx ∈ X deviates from its median by
more thanε > 0. For instance, the concentration function of thed-dimensional Hamming cube
{0, 1}d with the normalized Hamming metric and uniform measure satisfies a Chernoff bound
α(ε) ≤ exp(−2ε2d), cf. diagram (c). Similar gaussian bounds exist for Euclidean spheres, cubes,
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and a variety of other objects. The higher the dimension ofX, the more sharplyαX(ε) drops off
near zero.

Degrading performance of indexing schemes.Many known access methods forexact similarity
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search (including pivot-based schemes, metric trees, etc.) have the following structure. An index-
ing scheme consists of a collection of1-Lipschitz functions{fa : a ∈ A} on the domainX (possi-
bly partially defined). Given a query pointx ∈ X and the range valueε > 0, calculations of the
valuesfai(x), i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ are performed in a recursive way, where the functionfai+1

is chosen
depending on the previous valuesfa1(x), . . . , fai(x). If for somei one has|fai(y)− fai(x)| > ε,
the datapointy cannot possibly belong to theε-ball aroundx and so is irrelevant. Data points
x1, . . . , xk ∈ U whose irrelevance cannot be certified in this way are returned, and each of them is
checked against the conditiond(x, xi) < ε.

If the domainX has high concentration dimension, then most values of each functionfai con-
centrate near the median. Now denoteF the class of all Lipschitz functions used to construct
indexing schemes of a given type (e.g. the class of all distance functions for pivot schemes). As-
sume thatF has a small capacity in the sense of statistical learning theory. (This condition is very
natural and verified, e.g., by distance functions on the Euclidean spaces or Hamming cubes.) As-
sume further that the points ofU are sampled fromX in an i.i.d. fashion. Then the values of each
f ∈ F at datapoints can be shown to concentrate as well, and only a small proportion of points
can be discarded. cf. diag. (d). This argument leads to lower bounds on the performance of pivot
indexing schemes which are linear in the size of the dataset [9]. Similar results can be deduced for
metric trees.

One is naturally led toconcentration dimension ofX, definied bydimα(X) = 1/
[

2
∫

1

0
αX(ε) dε

]2

and investigated in [7]. Notice however that whiledimα(X) ≥ dimα(U), the relationship between
the two is not understood: the latter value (dimension of the empirical measure) need not be a good
statistical estimator for the former.

Concentration versus complexity.Heuristically, indexability of a workload(X, d,U) amounts to
the existence of sufficiently many1-Lipschitz functionsf onU which at the same timedissipate (as
opposed toconcentrate) and have a low computational complexity. Thus, indexing means finding
the right balance between concentration and complexity.

Here is an example of a “success story” where smallness of values of an intrinsic dimension
guarantees the existence of an efficient access method.

Assouad dimension.TheAssouad (doubling) dimension of a metric spaceX is the minimum value
ρ ≥ 0 such that every setA in X can be covered by2ρ balls of half the diameter. (Thediameter of a
setA is the supremum ofd(x, y), x, y ∈ A.) To appreciate thatdimAssouad(X) is indeed an inverse
quantity to some parameter of dispersion of data, notice that ifX is equipped with a probability
measure anddimCNBYM(X) is high, then the size of balls as a function of radius grows fast in the
vicinity of E(d), and sodimAssouad(X) has to be large.

As shown in [5], a low Assouad dimension of a workload allows for the construction of a
simple and efficient indexing scheme which is essentially a metric tree. The quantity2ρ bounds
from above the number of leaf nodes (degree) of such a tree.

Concluding remarks and problems.
• A thorough survey of intrinsic dimensionality in the context of similarity search is [2], though
even this authoritative source is not comprehensive.
• It is safe to predict that the mainstream research direction in the field will be a discovery of
further “dimensionality parameters of positive type”, such as Assouad dimension. More and more
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real datasets that currently appear high-dimensional will turn out to have low, tractable intrinsic
dimensions.
• (Ciaccia, Pestov). Gromov’s reconstruction theorem ([3], p. 120) says that a metric space with
measure can be recovered from distribution laws of alln-point metric subspaces, for alln. (Com-
pare with the CNBYM dimension, determined by the distribution law of2-point subspaces.) How
much can one infer about indexability from the distribution law of3-point subspaces?
•Notice that fractal-type dimensions (cf. [8]) fit into a general paradigm of intrinsic dimensionality
outlined by us at the beginning: they reflect the rate of growth of balls/boxes. So does a version of
intrinsic dimension proposed in [6], thedisorder dimension, whose aim is to quantify the situation
whereE(εNN ) is close in value toE(d).
• We assumed above that queries follow the same underlying distribution as data points. Now
suppose we have two underlying measures,µ modeling data andν modeling query centers. Can
one build a theory of concentration and intrisic dimension for such metric bi-measure spaces?
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Four Key Ideas

Nearest Neighbor Search is a task to design a pair of algorithms for the following scenario. A
datasetS of n objects is given and preprocessing algorithm is applied. Then a query objectq
is presented and search algorithm is used to find the nearest toq object in the datasetS. Any
solution to Nearest Neighbor Search Problem consists of two parts: a framework and a pair of
algorithms. A framework provides a specific formalization of the problem such as object repre-
sentation, distance (or similarity) function, dataset properties and restrictions, computation cost
model, dynamic aspects and solution requirements. There are thousands of possible framework
variations. Any practical application can lead to its unique problem formalization. Thus, it is im-
portant to have a universal algorithmic toolbox that can be adapted across all existing and future
frameworks. In this letter we state four fundamental algorithmic ideas that underly a vast majority
of published solutions to Nearest Neighbor Search.

Branch-and-bound. The largest family of algorithms for Nearest Neighbor Search follow
branch-and-bound methodology. The search algorithm is operating sets of nearest neighbor can-
didates and starts with the full dataset. At every step, a candidate set is evaluated, usually by
computing lower/upper bounds for the distance to the query point based on some generic property
of the current set (e.g. bounding ball). After this evaluation, the candidate set is either discarded
altogether, or is split to several subsets (possibly overlapping) and the algorithm is recursively
applied to the child subsets. Branch-and-bound algorithms differ by choices of candidate sets,
evaluation mechanisms and traversal choices (e.g. to consider all children or just one).

Walks. In walk-based approach the search algorithm maintains a single candidate object start-
ing from a random object in the dataset. At every step some alternatives are considered (e.g.
objects around the current candidate) and if any of them is “better” than the current choice, the
candidate is switched. Once a candidate can not be improved by looking around it, it is reported
as the nearest neighbor.

Mapping-based techniques. Mapping-based techniques such as locality-sensitive hashing [5]
and rank aggregation [2] are creating the second search space with its own metric to help the search.
At preprocessing step every object in the dataset is mapped into this second space and some basic
data structure to store these images is created. At search step the query object is mapped to the
second space and nearest neighbor search is performed in the second space. After that the results
(or a broader candidate set) are evaluated in the original space and the best object is returned.

Epsilon nets. The most recent big idea for similarity search is the application of epsilon nets.
Epsilon net is a collection of regions (usually balls) that satisfy two properties: (1) coverage:
every object in the dataset is covered by at least one region, and (2) separation: all regions are
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substantially different from each other. In preprocessing step a number of epsilon nets is created,
one for every scale (region radius). In search time a list of candidate regions at current scale
is considered. At every step candidate regions are replaced by related regions of the next (from
the bottom) level and unpromising regions are eliminated. The coverage property guarantees the
correctness of the algorithm, while separation insures that only a limited number of regions is
considered at every scale. Thus, epsilon net approach is a close relative of classic branch-and-
bound techniques.

The Combinatorial Framework

In this section we present a relatively new development in formalization of Nearest Neighbor
Search: the combinatorial framework [3, 6, 7, 10]. It is the most abstract framework to date as
it makes even less assumptions about data representation than the classic metric model. Therefore,
combinatorial methods have the widest applicability. This case study shows how the fundamental
ideas listed in the previous section are adapted for the specifics of the combinatorial world.

In the combinatorial framework, distances between points are not given explicitly. Instead,
we are only given acomparison oracle O which tells whethery is closer tox or z is closer to
x. In other words, it discards all the metric information between points, with only the relative
closeness comparisons remained. We define rankx(y) to be an integer position ofy in the list of
all object in the dataset sorted by closeness tox. The central assumption of the combinatorial
framework is thatR(x, y) = max(rankx(y), ranky(x)) is a quasimetric with some relatively small
disorder constant D. More formally, we assume that the followingdisorder inequality holds:
R(x, z) ≤ D(R(x, y) + R(y, z)). This assumption is based on experimental observations on
Reuters corpus of news articles [3].

The combinatorial framework is notable for a number of reasons:

• New solvable classes. Problems like nearest neighbors are intractable in general. Thus, re-
searchers are looking for additional assumptions and subclasses of the input data that make the
problem easier. The combinatorial framework provides such a new subclass: all datasets with
sublinear disorder constant. In particular, we can solve nearest neighbors even for some datasets
not satisfying the metric triangle inequality.

• Addressing heterogeneous data models. In many modern applications object representations
are far from simple abstractions like Euclidean space. For instance, consider a description of a
blog: language, geographic location (dictionary parameters), age, number of posts (numerical
parameters), referring links and reader list (graph parameters), profile and posts (text parameters)
and posting timestamps (time parameters). Such a heterogeneous description can lead to quite
complicated similarity function. E.g. it can include manually defined logical rules and threshold
functions. The combinatorial framework can work with arbitrarily complicated similarity func-
tions without any customization. This is an important advantage comparing to well-established
locality-sensitive hashing approach [5] that requires designing new hash functions for every data
model.
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• Using only relative order. In many applications, designing a similarity (distance) function is
a challenge by itself. With the combinatorial framework this task becomes easier. Say, when
similarity itself is a subject to learn [1], we need only comparative training information.

Combinatorial walk-based algorithms. The first known to bepurely combinatorial in the
sense defined above algorithm is based on a random walk. Ranwalk [3] requiresO(n2) prepro-
cessing space,O(n2 logn) preprocessing time and uses expectedO(D log n log log n +D3) time
for answering a query. It always produces the correct answer.

Combinatorial solution based on epsilon nets. Combinatorial nets [7] have a deterministic
preprocessing algorithm ofD7n log2 n time complexity and a search algorithm ofD4 log n time
complexity. Note that the subquadratic time complexity requires a computation even less than
obtaining the comparison information between all pairs of database objects.

Combinatorial solution based on hashing. Rank-sensitive hashing [10] allows to retrieve one
of the (1 + ǫ)r-nearest neighbor of a query point innθ evaluations of the hash function, whereθ
only depends onǫ and the rank distortion. Rank distortion is a measure of structure of the input
dataset that captures the following intuition: distortion is low if for any pair of objectsx, y the rank
from the first one to the second one ranky(x) can be a good linear approximation for the difference
between ranks from these two objects to any third objectz.

Challenges

Adapting to new frameworks. Algorithms for nearest neighbor search follow frameworks. New
frameworks require adapting known ideas for new constraints and performance requirements. At
the moment, the following two frameworks are of high interest: (1) nearest neighbors in distributed
environments like Hadoop and MapReduce [4, 8, 9], (2) combinatorial framework [3, 6, 7, 10] and
other non-metric cases [11].

Tuning and learning algorithms. In Nearest Neighbor Search there are algorithms beyond
preprocessing and search. The following algorithmic questions are getting increasing attention:
(1) How to learn the right similarity function? (2) How to avoid reconstructing the whole data
structure when parameters of similarity function has been changed? (3) Can we “redefine” or
“regularize” initial metric (preserving similarity order) to obtain nicer dataset (e.g. with a smaller
intrinsic dimension)? (4) How to choose the right parameters for classic algorithms like LSH?

Embracing cloud computing and APIs. Before now, the end products of academic research
were published papers and programming libraries. This practice puts a lot of work on industry
to deploy the last advancements in research. The move towards cloud services and APIs can
significantly increase the speed of innovation. What we need is “smart cloud data storage” that
can host common types of data (text, sound, images, video, graph nodes, vectors) and provide API
for basic operations (add to set, remove from set) as well as proximity-based operations (apply
certain indexing algorithm, cluster, rank by proximity to a given object, etc...). Once such a cloud
service is established, we can decouple the algorithmic implementation of supported operations
from specific client applications. In particular, transition to a new algorithm at the backend of this
cloud service will cause no disruption for any API client. We can use platforms such as Amazon
Web Services, Dropbox, or Drop.io in order to move existing similarity libraries to the cloud.
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Actually, the move from Mathematica (computational software) to WolframAlpha follows exactly
the same pattern. Stephen Wolfram and his team departed from distributing packaged algorithms
and instead are offering a hosted solution that has a lot of preinstalled datasets and allows a number
of computation methods and read/write API calls for processing data on the cloud.

Bridging academia and applications. There is a gap between academic community work-
ing on similarity search and industry that uses this work in practice. What we need is the list
of all current applications of similarity search, contact data of involved engineers, what frame-
works are used, current challenges and requests for further innovation. What is missing now
is an adequate prioritization: What are the most used frameworks in practice? What are the
top problems from industry point of view? How academic community can package our results
for immediate deployment in industry? What are the right benchmarks? Similarity Search Wiki
(http://www.sswiki.tierra-aoi.net/) can be a good place to collect this information.
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Why? The metric search paradigm has been to this day successfully applied to several real-world
problems, ranging from multimedia to data mining, from decision support to pattern recognition, to
statistical and medical applications. Indeed, its simplicity makes it a perfect candidate for solving
a variety of similarity problems arising in applications [4, 11]. The casual reader may wonder
what prevents the metric space paradigm to become ubiquitously applicable to the ever-increasing
range of applications that can benefit from it. The answer to this question is so dreadful that
researchers have given it the hideous name of“curse of dimensionality”(an entry in this issue
of the bulletin is devoted to this concept). In its essence, the curse of dimensionality says that,
whenever the (intrinsic) dimensionalityD of the metric space is high, an efficient solution to NN
(nearest neighbor) queries.1 is impossible, and only a sequential scan of the whole dataset could
guarantee that the correct result is found. This behavior is basically due to the fact that the variance
of the distances to the query objectq vanishes with increasing values ofD, so that all data objects
have almost the same distance toq. In such scenarios, one may however argue that NN queries
lose of significance, since any data object would have a distance to the query object comparable
to the minimal one [2]. On the other hand, in several real-world cases searching for the exact NN
is still difficult, yet the distribution of distances exhibits a sufficiently high variance to make the
problem worth solving. In such cases, it is also observed that locating the NN of a query point is, in
itself, a relatively easy task, whose complexity indeeddecreaseswith space dimensionality. As a
matter of fact, the hard problem in high-D exact NN search is to determine how to stop, i.e., how to
guarantee that the current result is the correct one. From this it follows thatmost of the time spent
in an (exact) NN search is wasted time, during which little (or no) improvement is obtained[5].

Approximate search has been proposed as a viable way to overcome the above problem. This is
also justified by the observation that in several practical cases a correct result is not really needed,
and the user might be satisfied with a quick approximate result. This could happen due to one (or
a combination) of the following factors:

• First of all, a gap exists between the user-perceived similarity and the one actually applied by
the system (and implemented through a distance function); for instance, this is commonly the
case for similarity queries over multimedia data.

• In early stages of an iterative process, where the user is searching, using a feedback cycle, for
the “correct” query object or the “perfect” distance function for her current information needs,
she may just want to have a quick feel of what the data set contains.

1In the following we will concentrate on NN queries, since they represent the basic paradigm of similarity search.
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• Finally, even when both the distance function and the query object are adequate, the user may
still prefer to quickly obtain a (good enough) approximate result rather than waiting longer for
the exact answer.

How? Despite the fact that the curse of dimensionality is a well-established concept, the first
appearance of the term dating back to almost 50 years ago, only recently it has been discovered
as a problem thwarting similarity searches [12, 7]: this has fostered the birth of a plethora of ap-
proximate search algorithms (see [13, 10, 9] for recent surveys on the topic). The problem with
such a rapid development is that researchers in the field had a difficult time when publishing a
new algorithm/technique: with literally hundreds of different existing proposals (and not a single
clear winner) a thorough comparison was simply out of the question. This could only lead to rein-
force the problem, because each new proposal was only evaluated against a few competitors, thus
inhibiting the evaluation of its real advantages/limitations. Yet, most of the proposed techniques
share common characteristics that could drive a fair comparison to similar approaches and/or lead
to the discovering of similarities among them. To overcome such problems, a characterization
of existing approximate techniques according to 4 orthogonal classification dimensions has been
recently presented in [9]. The proposed dimensions are:

• The type of space the approach applies to (e.g., vector vs. general metric spaces).

• How approximation is obtained (either by avoiding considering some data objects or by project-
ing objects onto a low-D space).

• The guarantees on the result quality (these could be of a deterministic or probabilistic nature).

• The degree of interaction with the user (is the user able to choose the search parameters at query
time?).

For instance, by using the above described categorization, a researcher could be able to pigeonhole
a new approximate search technique so as to highlight existing similarities with other approaches
in the same class and to identify potential competitors. Particularly significant is the second dimen-
sion, indicating how the approximate technique is able to work around the hardness of the original
similarity search problem and provide the approximate result with a lower cost. We have identified
three possible approaches:
1.- By shifting the original search problem to a different (hopefully simpler) space (see e.g., [6, 7]):
in this way data and query objects are mapped on the new space where an exact search is performed;
it is expected that exact results in the mapped space are “close” to exact results in the original space
(thus the mapping preserves in some way the distances between objects).
2.- By avoiding to consider at all some data objects that would have to be checked in the exact
search (see e.g., [12]), thus the cost of the search, which is often assessed as the number of total
object comparisons, is reduced.
3.- By stopping the exact search earlier than expected, i.e., without the guarantee that the result
obtained so far is indeed the correct result (see e.g., [1, 5, 3]).

Of course, combinations of the three approaches are possible (and have indeed been explored
by some researchers). The first case is the one where it is most difficult to provide cost/quality
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estimates, since it is usually hard to foresee the distribution of data/query objects in the mapped
space (a remarkable exception is presented later). The latter case, on the other hand, is the one most
appealing if one has to provide cost/quality estimates: first, a possibility is to stop the search after
a specified amount of cost (time) has been paid, thus obtaining a precise cost estimate; then, by
exploiting information on the distribution of objects/distances it is usually the case that an estimate
on the result quality can be obtained, see for example [1, 5]. As an example of application of the
classification technique of [9], in the following we review two important approximate techniques,
highlighting their characteristics according to the proposed classification dimensions.
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [6] exploits hash functions for which the probability of colli-
sion of two points is inversely correlated to the distance between them. The NN of a query pointq
could then be determined (with good probability) by hashingq and only considering data objects
stored in theL buckets with the same hash address asq. Clearly, the quality of the approximation
depends on the “sensitivity” of the hash functions and on the number of hash tables, with quality
guarantees that can be given on a probabilistic basis: however, since the quality depends onL and
on the number of considered hash functions, the user is not allowed to freely choose the quality
of the result at query time. In [6] hash functions were defined for the Hamming distance and for
vector spaces under the Manhattan distance, while subsequent papers extended the approach to the
Euclidean distance, the Jaccard coefficient, and the cosine similarity, a definition for generic metric
spaces being yet to be found.
Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) NN queries [5] represent another probabilistic ap-
proach to approximate NN search in general metric spaces, where the error in the result can exceed
a specified accuracy thresholdǫ with a probability that is limited by a confidence parameterδ. The
PAC paradigm can be applied to any distance-based (either multi-dimensional or metric) index tree
that is based on a recursive and conservative decomposition of the space. The only information
that is needed by the algorithm to prune index nodes from the search is the value ofrδ(q), the
maximum value of distance from the query objectq for which the probability that the exact NN
of q has a distance lower thanr is not greater thanδ. In [5], this value is estimated by using the
distance distribution of indexed objects with respect to the query object, which is obtained through
sampling and stored as an histogram. The approximation is then obtained by avoiding visiting
branches of the tree that are unlikely to contain the NN and by stopping the search when a “good
enough” result has been found, obtaining probabilistic quality guarantees. PAC queries can be ap-
plied to any metric space and the user can choose at query time theǫ andδ parameters, thus trading
cost for quality at her will.
What else? Besides the obvious challenge of devising new approximate techniques, according
to our view the most pressing issue about approximate and probabilistic methods for similarity
search is how to provide cost/quality guarantees [8]. This is particularly important in order to
offer to the user a preliminary estimate of the cost/time needed to answer her query and/or of
the expected quality of the obtained result. Indeed, some techniques (mainly those providing
probabilisticguarantees on the result quality) are able to supply accurate estimation on both cost
and quality, e.g., by exploiting statistical information [5, 6] or specific assumptions on the data
distribution [1]; all the other proposed techniques cannot give any preliminary assessment on either
quality or cost (or are only able to provide very loose, and thus hardly useful, upper bounds). As a
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final remark, we note that the quality assessment of approximate results is further complicated by
the fact that several quality measures exist (e.g., mean error on distances, on rank) and that they are
arbitrarily chosen when it comes to evaluate the merits of a particular approximate technique [8].
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Introduction

The metric space model has represented a reasonable trade-off concerning the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness problem in similarity search. However, complex similarity models that do not satisfy
the metric properties have been used in a wide variety of research domains like multimedia in-
formation retrieval, digital libraries, biological and chemical databases, time series analysis, and
biometry [2]. All these domains require the management of very large data collections, but the al-
gorithms and data structures for searching in metric spaces cannot be used directly, as they require
to use nonmetric similarity measures. As the termnonmetricsimply means that a similarity func-
tion does not satisfy some (or all) the properties of a metric, we restrict its definition to nonmetric
similarity functions that are “context-free and static”, that is, the similarity between two objects is
constant regardless of the context (time, user, query, other objects in the collection, etc.).

Various psychological theories suggest that the metric axioms could substantially limit the
expressive power of similarity functions [1]. In particular, reflexivity and non-negativity may be
violated if different objects can be differently self-similar (e.g., the image of a leaf on a trunk can
be viewed as positively self-dissimilar if one considers a similarity which measures the less similar
parts of the objects, here the trunk and the leaf). Also, symmetry may be violated if a prototypical
object could be less similar to an indistinct one than vice versa (e.g., a subset is included in its
superset but not vice versa). However, the triangle inequality is the most questioned property. Some
theories point out that similarity has not to be transitive, as shown by the well-known example that a
man is similar to a centaur, the centaur is similar to a horse, but the man is completely dissimilar to
the horse. Finally, another advantage of nonmetric measures is the increased freedom of similarity
modeling – the designer of a similarity function (thedomain expert) is not constrained by the
metric postulates. Thus, the study of a nonmetric model for similarity search has become a very
important research issue, both from the theoretical and the practical point of view.

Main issues and research problems

Nowadays, many research domains that use nonmetric functions for some kind of content-based
similarity retrieval, like similarity queries (e.g., kNN), similarity joins, or classification, have

∗This work has been supported by Czech Science Foundation grant GAČR 201/09/0683.
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emerged. To illustrate that the need for efficient nonmetric similarity search is not of marginal
importance but quite relevant, we present in the following several application domains employing
the nonmetric model [2].

First, the area ofmultimedia databaseswas one of the first suitable environments for simi-
larity search, while nonmetric functions for image retrieval have been used for a long time. For
example, an empirical comparison of several functions (including nonmetric ones likeχ2 distance,
Kullblack-Leibler divergence, and Jeffrey-divergence) was made for color and texture attributes in
images, showing the superiority of nonmetric functions in image classification. Furthermore, frac-
tionalLp distances (p < 1) have been suggested for robust image matching and retrieval. The non-
metric similarities found their assets also in the retrieval of video (probability-based edit distance),
shapes (partial Hausdorff distance, dynamic time warping distance), audio (Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence, nonmetric variant of the Earth mover’s distance), web pages (nonmetric variant of the Earth
mover’s distance), XML (weighted tag similarity, level-based similarity), etc. Second,scientific
and medical databasesusually consist of various types of signals (1D, 2D, or even 3D) produced
by measuring some physical phenomena. Because of the inherent noise in the signal, the employed
similarity functions are often designed as robust to noise, and/or as locally sensitive, becoming thus
nonmetric. In particular, there were several nonmetric functions used in medical image retrieval,
like the minimum integral for comparing spine X-ray images, or the Jeffrey-divergence for com-
paring tomography images. A huge number of applications was proposed for time series (ECG,
seismological signals, material engineering, sensor networks), where nonmetric functions like dy-
namic time warping distance or longest common subsequence were proved as effective. Last, in
computational biologythe usage of nonmetric similarity functions is omnipresent. Because most
retrieval tasks (protein classification, prediction, etc.) need partial matching (local alignment), the
metric functions, performing mostly global matching, cannot be successfully utilized. Instead,
the local alignment techniques have been employed as similarities for proteins, like the Smith-
Waterman algorithm, BLAST (sequences), or SAP, ProSup, STRUCTAL (structures). A number
of nonmetric partial-matching techniques have been used also in general chemical retrieval.

Research problems

As nonmetric similarities lack the metric axioms, there is generally no a priori available informa-
tion that could be used for indexing and efficient search. There are two main approaches to tackle
this problem. First, the domain expert has to supply some other a priori knowledge about the
similarity function that could be used to index a database, for example an alternative topological
axiom. Second, given a black-box similarity, one could discover the properties from the analysis
of the distance matrix computed on a fraction of the database. In the following overview, all of the
state-of-the-art approaches fit one of the mentioned alternatives.

Key existing projects in the area

As we already motivated in the introduction, many application domains use complex nonmetric
(dis)similarity functions for comparing objects. However, only a few distance-specific and general
nonmetric index structures have been proposed so far [2]. We believe that this is a huge motivation
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to continue developing algorithms and data structures for performing efficient similarity search
in complex domains, as applications from very different domains would benefit from advances in
this area. In the following, we briefly summarize the existing approaches to efficient nonmetric
similarity search, wrapped into a concise framework.

The state of the art

Figure 1 presents a framework of the state-of-the-art techniques for efficient nonmetric similarity
search. A domain expert defines a similarity search problem, the techniques that transform some
complex raw data into the descriptors of the universe, and the domain-specific, nonmetric similarity
function. We assume that the data collection is large enough and/or the similarity function is
computationally expensive enough so that one wants to avoid the brute force solution (sequential
scan).

Figure 1: Framework of nonmetric similarity
search

The framework shows that the domain
expert has several options depending on cer-
tain characteristic of the particular problem.
On the one hand, if the problem uses a spe-
cific nonmetric distance function, the expert
may use an efficient specific index in case it
is available. A specific index is usually more
efficient than a general one, so this is the best
case for the overall performance (i.e., best
efficiency and effectiveness). On the other
hand, if the problem is modeled as black-box
similarity or there is no specific index for the
used nonmetric distance, there are two main
options. First, one could use mapping of the
problem into another space/paradigm. This
may imply losing discriminative power or
effectiveness of the (dis)similarity function.
Second, one may use some of the few general
nonmetric index structures/algorithms. The
advantage of this last option is that it provides
an all-in-one solution requiring none or little
parameterization. Its disadvantage is that it
will provide only approximate search, thus decreasing the retrieval effectiveness.

In particular, a nonmetric search problem can be mapped into a simpler one, for example, into
the metric search problem. For instance, the TriGen algorithm adds a user-defined amount of
triangle inequality into any nonmetric, which becomes partially or fully metric. Then, an existing
metric access method (metric index) can be used for the indexing and search. The cost of this
approach is higher intrinsic dimensionality of the target space and also more or less approximate
search. Furthermore, the constant shifting embedding, the embeddings into various vector spaces
(underLp distances), and the fuzzy similarity approaches represent alternative techniques based
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on mapping the problem into a simpler one.
Additionally, several distance-specific indexes have been proposed, assuming specific proper-

ties of the similarity function, or even their precise definition. For example, the inverted file is
here a perfect example, since it is an efficient structure for searching using the well-known cosine
measure. Another example is the IGrid, that adapts the inverted file to work efficiently with a kind
of nonmetricLp distances. Some domain-specific indexing schemes were proposed also for the
dynamic time warping distance, for the longest common subsequence, and for a number of biolog-
ical similarity functions. Finally, there have emerged methods for black-box nonmetric similarity
search, based on the use of some kind of mapping. In particular, the NM-tree combines the M-tree
(a metric index) and the TriGen algorithm; the QIC-M-tree requires a metric lower-bound distance
to the query nonmetric distance; the local constant embedding applies a kind of partitioning of
the database and the constant shifting embedding. Last but not least, there have been introduced
several nonmetric classification and clustering techniques applicable for approximate similarity
search (nearest neighbor search, respectively).

Challenges to the future

This section presents some open questions and research problems associated to the development
of a nonmetric space model for similarity search:

Alternative topological properties: Identifying alternative topological properties easily imple-
mentable into many similarities, but less restrictive than the metric axioms, could be very useful
for indexing purposes.

Difficulty of the problem: Similarly to the metric space model, an open question is how one
could measure how intrinsically difficult is to search in a given nonmetric space.

Efficiency vs. effectiveness: Apart from very few exceptions, almost all nonmetric index struc-
tures proposed so far return an approximated result for each query. Thus, the study of the “effi-
ciency vs. effectiveness” trade-off in nonmetric spaces is a very relevant research issue.

Interdisciplinary collaboration: Fostering the interaction between domain practitioners and the
database community seems to be a key issue, in order to develop and promote the efficient similar-
ity search techniques into the real-world applications.
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Introduction

Similarity joins between two sets of records return pairs of records whose similarity is no less
than a given threshold. More specifically, consider two sets of records,R andS, a similarity
function sim(·, ·) and a thresholdt, a similarity join betweenR andS is defined as{ (r, s) |
(r, s) ∈ R × S, sim(r, s) ≥ t }. A similarity join is a generalization of the traditional equality
join commonly found in database systems. A variant of the similarity join is to use a distance
threshold to replace the similarity threshold. It is generally expected that the similarity threshold
is close to the maximum possible value (usually1.0), and the distance threshold is close to the
minimum possible value (usually0). For example, we may find near-duplicate documents in a
document repository using a cosine similarity threshold of0.9, or we may find pairs of incorrectly
spelt queries and their correct versions in a query log with an edit distance threshold of2.

Similarity joins have many applications. For example, similarity joins are useful to data in-
tegration and data cleaning applications. This is mainly because records representing the same
real-world object may have different digital representations, due to reasons such as typographical
errors and lack of standardization [9]. Similarity joins can be used to detect near-duplicate Web
documents [4], to perform collaborative filtering [2] in the Web environment. They also benefit
data mining tasks such as clustering [3].

A straight-forward method to perform similarity join is to use the nested loop algorithm, i.e.,
for each record in one dataset, find all the records in the other dataset that satisfy the similarity
threshold; the latter operation may be performed efficiently if there is a suitable index for the
given similarity metric. However, the weakness of this method is that it misses many valuable
optimization opportunities among repeated similarity searches.

In this article, we will briefly summarize the state-of-the-art in different areas of similarity
joins, and then present several future research challenges.

Exact Similarity Joins

Similarity Joins in the Euclidean and Metric Spaces

Similarity joins with Euclidean distance are also known as spatial distance joins. Efficient algo-
rithms for both low and high dimensional spaces have been proposed [15, 11, 17, 12, 6]. The main
ideas is to partition the objects into different groups according to their spatial locations, which
helps to reduce the candidates an object has to be compared with. However, the efficiency of these
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methods decreases quickly with the increase of dimensionality, as a consequence of thecurse of
dimensionality.

The Euclidean space is just a special case of the general metric space. Similarity joins in a
general metric space is even harder, as there are only limited means to prune candidates based on
the triangle inequality. Existing methods exploit specialized indexes [7, 16], or adopt the divide-
and-conquer paradigm without using any index [10].

Similarity Joins for Specific Similarity/Distance Functions

Recently progress has been made that results in fast algorithms to perform similarity joins for sev-
eral simple yet widely used similarity or distance functions, including Jaccard, cosine, set overlap,
Dice similarities, Hamming distance, and edit distance [5, 1, 2, 14, 23, 22, 21].

The majority of the work is based on thefilter-and-refineframework. The basic idea of filtering
is that similar objects should share some identical feature values. If the filtering can be performed
in an efficient manner, we can generate candidate pairs of records whose similarities are likely to
be no less than the given threshold. In the refinement stage, the similarities of these candidate pairs
are actually calculated and are compared with the threshold. An effective filter developed recently
is the prefix filter [5], and it is later improved and generalized by [2, 23]. This filter enables us to
eliminate non-promising candidate pairs by looking into only part of the records.

Another important insight is that similarity joins with above-mentioned similarity or distance
functions can be converted into similarity joins with another function. This means we can focus
on optimizing one type of similarity join and it will automatically benefit others [5, 1, 2, 23]. This
is especially advantageous to integrating various kinds of similarity join operators into an existing
system [5].

Edit Similarity Joins

An edit similarity join is a similarity join with an edit distance threshold. A popular method is
to reduce the problem to a set overlap similarity join on theq-gram representation of the input
strings. Unlike other conversions between similarity joins with different similarity functions, this
conversion introduces false positives, i.e., not all the results obtained by the set overlap similar-
ity join satisfy the edit distance constraint. Additional filters hence can be introduced and further
improve the performance, including the length filter, position filter [8], location-based and content-
based mismatch filters [22]. Instead of using fixed length q-grams, there are also methods based
on variable length q-grams [13], signatures based on domain partitioning [1], and deletion neigh-
borhoods [18, 21].

Future Directions

Many research efforts have been focused on devising new methods for similarity joins or improving
their performance. In addition to this, we list two important research challenges that call for further
research.
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Large-scale Similarity Joins With the rapid increase of data, there is a need to scale the similar-
ity join algorithms to a very large scale. In particular, the prevalent method to perform similarity
joins on large datasets is to use approximate methods. The ability to perform the join exactly is im-
portant, as it will reveal many more interesting results. It seems promising to adapt and implement
similarity join algorithms on the Map-Reduce framework [19, 20].

Support More Applications In addition to the existing applications, it is important to consider
using similarity joins in supporting more applications. The key issue is to support application-
specific similarity/distance functions, e.g., the Earth mover’s distance in multimedia applications,
and bio-sequence scoring functions with various scoring matrices.
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Similarity is a central notion throughout human lives and it will soon become the prevalent
strategy for dealing with digital content also in computer systems. But the exponential growth of
data makes the scalability and performance issues serious matters of concern. Contemporary de-
centralized media of mass communication allowing cooperative and collaborative practices enable
users autonomously contribute to production of global media, whose elements are in fact related by
numerous multi-facet links of similarity. As an example, consider the sites like Flickr, YouTube,
or Facebook that host user-contributed heterogeneous content for a variety of events. Accordingly,
the core ability of future data processing systems is the similarity management of large and ever
growing volumes of data. In a simplified way, the real-life performance can be constrained from
two points of view: (1) the query response time, and (2) the query execution throughput, i.e. the
number of queries processed per a unit of time. Typically, the query response time should be
on-line, say less than one second, but the query execution throughput can even be expected in
hundreds or thousands in case of large-scale web applications.

Though metric searching mechanisms demonstrate high level of extensibility – a large spectrum
of similarity measures can be implemented with a single indexing structure – it has been recognized
quite early that main memory implementations are not sufficient to deal with data-sets of real life
applications. The first disk-oriented metric indexing structure was the M-tree [2]. Since it is a
dynamic, balanced and multi-way branching tree that grows from leaves to the root by splitting
nodes, it can be considered as a generalization of the B-tree and the R-tree. Apart from these two
trees, which aim at sortable attribute data and low-dimensional vector data, respectively, the M-tree
can manage any data modeled as the metric space. The M-tree was the first organization among all
metric indexing structures [9, 14] that tries to optimize the search costs from both the CPU and I/O
operation points of view. Many extensions exemplified by the Slim-tree [12] and the PM-tree [11]
have been proposed, so we can now talk about the M-tree family.

With the advancement of multiprocessor systems and computer networks, parallel implemen-
tations of indexing structures were developed to accelerate the inherently expensive similarity
searching. The parallel M-tree [15] speeds up execution of similarity range and nearest-neighbor
queries considering both the CPU and I/O costs. However, it suffers from the well-known problem
of parallelization of hierarchical structures – the root node must always be processed and next tree
nodes can only be considered after their predecessors are analyzed. In particular, the node hierar-
chy clearly puts limits on the level of intra-query parallelism. Moreover, the inter-query parallelism
is limited when update queries are executed because of the unavoidable node locking.

Hashing (the key-to-address transformation) along with trees constitute two fundamental prin-
ciples of indexing structures. Though most of the metric similarity searching structures are trees,
the underlying principle of the D-index [4] is hashing. In fact, it is a multi-tier structure consisting
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of separable buckets on each level – two buckets are separableif the distance between any pair
of objects originating from different buckets is not smaller than a pre-defined thresholdρ. This
forms the D-index’s main advantages: a very fast insertion and upper-bounded searching costs
for range queries with radii up toρ. Thanks to the hashing principle applied – accessed buck-
ets are determined by a calculation – the parallelization is much easier. There is no dependency
among buckets, so also the intra-query parallelism is greatly improved. Nonetheless, it is still a
client-server architecture and its scalability is linear.

In order to scale searching systems to processing extremely large data volumes and evaluating
hundreds or thousands of queries simultaneously, the paradigm of structured peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks was applied [14]. This kind of organizations are also known as the scalable and dis-
tributed data structures. The main advantage of such an architecture is that there is no conceptual
bottleneck – no centralized nodes, no flooding strategies applied – and each node of the network
can become a client and a server at the same time. The networks are dynamic to cope with chang-
ing and fast growing amounts of data. Advanced versions are also resistant to node failures since
fault-tolerance is supported. Four different P2P metric similarity searching structures are summa-
rized and experimentally evaluated in [1]. Two of them are based on native metric paradigms of
theball and thegeneralized-hyperplanepartitioning. They constitute distributed implementations
of the Vantage-point and the Generalized-hyperplane trees, respectively. The other two structures
transform the metric space into a low-dimensional (the M-Chord) or even to a one-dimensional
space (the MCAN) and apply traditional structured P2P network protocols for processing queries,
namely the Chord and the Content Addressable Network (CAN). Another recent structure called
the SIMPEER [5] exploits the super-peer architecture. On regular peers, a summary information
describing clusters of data stored on that peer is created. These summaries are then stored at super-
peers. For query processing, super-peers communicate by using a special routing algorithm. A
different but promising approach to exploit massively-parallel and scalable infrastructures is to use
the MapReduce framework [3]. There have been very recent proposals [7, 13] that exploit this
framework for document similarity and similarity joins of sets, respectively.

A publicly-available demo1 of one of the metric P2P networks performs similarity searching on
a half a billion MPEG-7 global descriptors derived from 100 million Flickr images. The network
consists of 500 peers operating on six servers, each equipped with two quad-core CPUs, 20 GB
RAM and five SATA hard drives. Due to data volume, the descriptors are stored on disks. The typ-
ical searching performance is below 500ms and the throughput is 10 queries per second. Provided
enough reliable computational power is available, this approach solves the scalability problem.
Moreover, its performance can be tuned to needs of specific applications. For more details, see [8].

At present, many information resources already exist on nodes of computer networks. They
maintain their own data, which can be searched and answers passed even to outside nodes, but they
want to retain the total control over their own resources including data. So they also do not accept
someone else’s data, unless explicitly requested. For example, this can be the case of medical
information systems. Though the similarity concept still remains here and becomes even more
important, such situation asks for a radical change of the underlying searching structure paradigm.
An alternative is a self-organizing solution that evolve in time and scale into expected data volumes.

1http://mufin.fi.muni.cz/imgsearch/
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In general, self-organizing systems create and sustain an internal structure in response to the flow
of data and queries.

Designs of such self-organizing systems typically go beyond backgrounds of the traditional
computer science and try to find inspiration in other scientific areas, such as biological and social
sciences. A system that capitalizes on social relationships, denoted as a friendship and acquain-
tanceship, is proposed in [10]. This system operates as an unstructured P2P network, where re-
lationships among peers are created as a result of querying. So, query answers are analyzed and
nodes retrieving similar data are marked as friends. Another system called DISCOVIR [6] is also a
self-organizing system, but the query routing algorithm exploits peer signatures. These signatures
are computed from peer’s local data collection by applying clustering algorithms. A drawback
of this system as compared to the previous one is that the authors do not study the problem of
dynamism of the network.

Effectiveness of content-based retrieval depends on the quality of descriptive features. How-
ever, it is often difficult to apply new content enrichment techniques for large collections of digital
objects, because the production of such features is linear in time. Though a big progress has been
made in searching metric features through approximation and exploitation of P2P technologies,
applications are still finding the content-based retrieval not sufficiently effective and expensive to
execute. For example, extraction of five MPEG-7 features from an image as used in the afore-
mentioned demo takes about two seconds, so processing 100 million images requires 200 million
seconds, which is more than 6 years. Acceleration of such processes is badly needed – what is
typically done today is an application of massively-parallel infrastructures like GRIDs and MapRe-
duce, or specialized highly-parallel computational hardware such the GPU technology.

Traditionally, data must be first stored in a database before it is processed. As the amount
of data flowing towards users from many sources grows, this approach must be changed, since
users need to analyze information as it streams in to identify facts and events and make respective
decisions on-line. For example, assuming e-mail servers, social networking websites (Facebook,
Twitter), RSS readers, sensor networks, or image and video hosting services (Flickr, YouTube) as
information sources, a data processing system must undertake detection of hundreds of thousands
of events obviously based on a specific form of similarity. Thus, the performance of systems must
be adequate threefold: feature extraction, query response time, and query execution throughput.

We believe future real-life searching systems to be build on top of the divergence of scalability
and determinism. The scalability will be more and more important with respect to the data volume,
number of users, query execution time, number of different query types produced by digitization
and content enrichment techniques, as well as multi-modal approaches to querying. On the other
hand, the determinism in answering queries, i.e. providing always the same answer to the same
query, will be substituted with satisfactory results or even recommendations. Queries will also be
much more personalized and influenced by context and executed on hardware most suited to the
given workload. In any case, the traditional exact match will be more and more often accompanied
with the extensive use of similarity searching.
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Of the many problems in biological data retrieval, the problem of biological sequence retrieval
has the highest profile. The standard solution to this problem, BLAST, has ascended, likegoogle,
to become synonymous with search. Also like Google, BLAST leverages statistical properties as
heuristics to create a good user experience. Ironically, many early biological sequence similarity
efforts explicitly sought to model evolutionary distance as a metric-distance. Recent interest in
metric-index methods has rekindled these early directions. A review of these efforts provides an
opportunity to characterize the challenges and opportunities in similarity search of biological data.

Introduction

As biological sequencing technology advances, biologists invoke Moore’s law to suggest expo-
nential growth of biological data. However, progress in high-throughput techniques is not the
consequence of tuning of a complex industrial process. Progress is dominated by the invention
of new techniques and their application to new classes of chemistry (e.g. x-ray crystolography of
RNAs, the role of carbohydrates, just to name two.) Thus, to invoke Moore’s law is to understate
the problem. For each new data source new measures of similarity are invented and indexing al-
gorithms specific to those measures developed. General-purpose metric- space indexing methods
promise to eliminate the need to develop a new indexing method for each new similarity measure
and accelerate the progress of this science.

There are many challenges to managing biological data [10]. The challenges start with all the
well known problems associated with modeling data as a high-dimensional feature vector. In ad-
dition there is experimental noise and evolutionary processes. Evolution itself is a noisy process.
Biological systems continually exhibit small changes. Often these small differences are indistin-
guishable from noise, yet they may be the basis of critical biological insight. Thus data retrieval
and analysis in Bioinformatics is often a two-step process. A phenomenon specific measure of
similarity is defined. Separately, a statistical measure of confidence is defined. In protein se-
quence analysis the similarity function is a weighted edit distance. The weights are usually the
log-likelihood of the substitution of one amino acid with another. A confidence measure, e-score,
is calculated [2]. An open problem in indexing biological data is the development of methods
where the confidence measure becomes part of the search key.

∗This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, DBI-0640923, and the National Institutes
of Health, GM085337.
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Similarity and Distance for Biological Sequences

A goal of biosequence retrieval is to help determine the function of a gene. Organisms that have
a common ancestor will have speciated genes derived from that ancestor. A pair of such genes is
said to be homologous and often retain the same function. Consider the case where an organism
being studied yields a gene thought to be important but its function is unknown. The researcher
may determine the gene’s sequence and query a sequence database. If a homologous gene is found,
and it has been well studied the researcher may easily confirm if the function for unkown gene is
the same as the homologous gene. The algorithmic challenge is homologous genes can have as
little as 10% sequence identity.

Methods that support homology retrieval of sequences exploit the fact that matching characters
between sequences are not uniformly distributed. The biology is that some regions of a gene will
encode sensitive biochemistry that can not withstand change and still function, e.g. the active site.
Other regions will be maleable. Thus, sequence similarity retrieval methods focus on finding sets
of more closely matching substrings.

Needleman and Wunsch are credited with introducing a dynamic programming algorithm for
comparing biological sequences [9]. In their seminal paper they also replaced Levenchein distance
with a similarity function where more similar pairs of sequences score higher rather than having
smaller distance from each other. Prior to Needlemen and Wunsch, Fitch developed a metric model
of evolution, and afterwards, Sellers proved that if the substitution weights among the characters
in a scoring matrix form a metric distance, then the weighted-edit distance among strings drawn
from that alphabet also forms a metric distance [5, 14]. Waterman, Smith and Beyer extended
Seller’s results to include gaps [16]. Five years later, Smith and Waterman published their now fa-
mous local-alignment algorithm. The Smith-Waterman algorithm complemented Dayhoff’s PAM
weighting matrix [15]. The PAM matrix, as well as the subsequent BLOSUM matrix, contain the
log-likelihood of one amino acid substituting for another [10]. Thus, the similarity scores have a
foundation in probability accessible to biologists as a firm scientific foundation. It is obvious these
scoring schemes are not distances.

The dynamic programming methods for sequence comparison are quadratic-time algorithms
and do not scale to database size problems. A fast, approximate algorithm, BLAST, is used.
BLAST elaborates on a heuristic that suggests that for any query sequence the best matching
sequences in a database will contain short substrings of closely matching sequences, a.k.a. hot
spots. An initial pass of hot-spot detection yields a ranked candidate set of similar sequences,
which in turn are subject to more detailed processing. The default sort on the final output is based
on a confidence measure, not a similarity measure.

In the original BLAST paper two methods for hot-spot detection were developed and compared
empirically [1]. Both methods start by dividing the query sequence into overlapping substrings.
Simply comparing those substrings to the contents of the sequence database using exact matching
results in unacceptably low recall. Biologists prefer the expressionlow sensitivity. To improve
recall, edits are applied to each substrings in a manner consistent with the evolutionary models.
Thus, a neighborhood of strings is enumerated for each substring forming a neighborhood within
a prescribed evolutionary distance. The entire set of such strings is compared to the database, and
any overlap recorded as a hit.
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The construction above changes the hot-spot matching problem to an exact matching problem.
It is straightforward to build a conventional index. The original paper reported on the performance
of a version of BLAST that exploited such an index. The second method of hot-spot detection was
to compile the entire set of substrings into a single finite-state automaton with multiple accepting
states; one accepting state for each candidate hot-spot. Thus all hot-spots could be detected by
a single linear-scan of the database. The trade-off is multiple, sublinear, index look-ups, one for
each candidate hot-spot vs. a linear scan of the database. Clever coding techniques provide for very
tight implementation of the finite-state automaton. The automaton-based technique was found to
be superior. More recently, given much larger databases and main-memory capacity, hot-spot
detection using inverted index methods is demonstrating merit [3].

Provided there is a biologically valid metric for the evolution of sequences it is possible to
build a metric-space index. The construction originated by BLAST comprises a generate-and-test
model, for all possible hot-spots. Solutions comprising a metric-space index will initiate queries,
only one for each substring, and, with benefit of the index, precisely those elements in the database
that overlap the evolutionary neighborhood of that string will be returned.

In the contemporary literature we find continual and on-going efforts to develop biologically
valid distance measures on biological sequences. Metric versions of the PAM and BLOSUM
substitution matrices have been developed starting from first principles [18, 17]. Sacan and Hakki
improved upon this work [13]. Hokza and Skopal have studied the connection of distance-based
retrieval and e-score [7]. Innovative models with respect to capturing frequency signatures are also
under investigation [8].

Future Directions

Protein identification by database look-up of mass spectra is another biological datatype the com-
munity has sought to improving using metric-space methods [11, 4]. The reader may review this
literature and observe parallels with sequence indexing. Indexing, and/or clustering, is used in an
initial pass to cancel noise and reduce a database to a small candidate set. Final processing of the
results must include a statistical assessment of confidence [6, 12].

The success of the human genome project goes beyond DNA sequences. The project has ush-
ered in the integration of computer controlled automation into biology labs to yield proliferating
high-throughput experimental methods. Computer Scientists are well advised to engage with biol-
ogists who are creating the newest data sets.
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There are numerous data mining applications working in metric spaces. In the following we
will exemplarily sketch three main topics in this area: the impact of metric similarity functions on
data mining, data mining in uncertain data and mining high-dimensional data.

Various established data mining algorithms are directly based on distance computations. Well-
known examples are instance-based classifiers like kNN Classification, k-mediod clustering like
CLARANS and GDBSCAN or distance-based Outlier Detection methods like LOF [5]. In general,
it is not required that the distance function fully suffices the conditions of a metric. However, in
the majority of established mining approaches the employed distance functions are metrics. When
switching the focus to efficiency, the use of metric distance functions often yields a benefit. Since
many distance-based data mining algorithms can be implemented on top of spatial queries like
kNN queries orǫ-range queries, it is possible to speed up computation by storing the database
in a metric index like the slim-tree [10]. However, the performance benefit must compensate for
the construction costs of the index. Furthermore, whether a metric index yields a strong perfor-
mance boost depends on the inner dimensionality of the data set and thus, is hard to decide before
construction.

A related topic to data mining in metric spaces is kernel learning. Similar to distance based
methods, a kernel learner [9] can be applied on any data set as long as a kernel function measuring
similarity is provided. From a mathematical point of view, a kernel is an inner product on the data
objects, i.e. a kernel is required to be positive semi-definite. Thus, the idea of data mining based
on metric distance measures is quite similar to the idea of kernel methods: build your algorithms
on top of an abstract mathematical space based on a function for comparing objects. Interestingly,
a kernel always implies a metric. Since a kernel function is a scalar product, it induces a norm
and a norm can be used to define a distance metric. However, having a metric function does
not necessarily imply the existence of a positive semi-definite scalar product. There exist a large
variety of kernel methods for classification, clustering and dimensionality reduction which can be
solved as a standardized numerical optimization problem like quadratic programming. Since many
optimization packages require that the data set is provided by means of a complete kernel matrix
containing all pair wise comparisons between objects, the applicability to rather large data sets is
often considerably limited. Thus, developing kernel based data mining algorithms avoiding the
calculation of the complete kernel matrix is still an open challenge.

Traditional techniques for data mining working on arbitrary distances generally assume that the
data is known for certain. However, this is not always the case, for instance in many applications
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the data is inherently noisy, such as data collected by sensors or in satellite images. In privacy
protection applications, artificial noise can be added deliberately. Finding patterns despite this
noise is a challenging problem. The incorporation of underlying uncertainty is two-fold: Uncertain
data, i.e. data with uncertain attributes, can enhance the effectiveness of data mining algorithms
because the uncertainty information provides additional insights to the different attributes used
for the mining process. On the other hand, uncertain data brings new challenges to data mining
applications that are based on metrics in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and the presentation of
the result. Uncertain data involve uncertain distances between data points which affects the nature
of the mining results. For example, in the case of clustering, objects may be assigned to multiple
clusters. The challenge in terms of effectiveness here is to find an appropriate way to handle this
clustering ambiguity. In accordance to the possible world semantics (PWS), one can compute
all possible data mining results each associated with its probability to be valid which is the most
accurate but most expensive solution. In order to achieve a unique data mining result, it would
be intuitive to compute the most probable or expected data mining result. As such a solution is
in general too expensive since the number of possible worlds is exponential in the database size,
applying the expected distance to the data mining process is a good trade-off between accuracy and
efficiency. This, for example, is implemented for the UK-means [8] approach which is a variant of
k-means that can cope with uncertain objects. Further examples based on this technique are item
set mining on uncertain data [12] and uncertain clustering [2].

Most probabilistic query and data mining approaches rely on the assumption that the objects
are mutually independent, which allows us to use dynamic programming techniques like poisson
binomial recurrence or generating functions in order to guarantee polynomial computation time.
Examples relying on this concept are probabilistic pattern mining [4] and probabilistic ranking
[7, 3, 11]. However, the independency assumption is too restrictive to most applications as objects
in the real world are mostly mutually dependent. While there are solutions for modelling and
querying mutually dependent uncertain data, mining correlated uncertain objects efficiently and
effectively is still an unsolved problem.

The problem of high dimensional data and intrinsic dimensionality also plays an important role
in clustering and outlier detection. Studies about the curse of dimensionality like [1] revealed that
data objects tend to be very sparse in a high dimensional data space because under very general as-
sumptions that usually hold for a lot of application scenarios, the distance of a point to the nearest
neighbor and the distance of a point to the farthest neighbor diminishes when the dimensionality
of the data increases. As a consequence, there will be no patterns to be separated using traditional
distance-based methods in the full dimensional space any more. These problems originate from
the irrelevance of many of the features. For different patterns (like clusters, outliers, etc.) a dif-
ferent local subset of features may be relevant, i.e. different patterns may have a different intrinsic
dimensionality. Thus, patterns can only be exploited in different subspaces of the original feature
space. To find such patterns in high dimensional data, one has to integrate feature selection into
the data mining process.

Recently novel techniques have been exploited to fill this gap in the context of clustering. The
resulting methods can be roughly classified into subspace (a.k.a. projected) clustering algorithms,
pattern-based (a.k.a. co- or bi-)clustering algorithms, and correlation clustering algorithms (see
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[6] for a survey). Subspace and projected clustering aims at identifying clusters in axis-parallel
subspaces of a feature space. This class of methods usually accounts for local feature relevance.
The generalized problem is called correlation clustering that claims to find clusters in arbitrarily
oriented subspaces. Points that cluster in an arbitrarily oriented subspace S are located on a com-
mon hyperplane that is perpendicular to S and, thus, exhibit a common linear correlation among
a subset of attributes. Pattern-based clustering is a problem somewhere in between the other two
classes of methods because it limits the clusters to certain (e.g. positive) correlations and spatial
structures that are a subset of arbitrarily oriented subspaces.

There are many open directions for future research in the area of mining high dimensional data.
First, almost all existing methods only work on numeric data and cannot be extended to general
metric data easily. Second, most approaches to the general problem of correlation clustering focus
on linear correlations of features. Many applications require more complex forms of correlations
among attributes that have not been investigated so far. Last but not least, the problem of outlier
detection in subspaces has been mostly neglected by the research community so far.
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